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’Snow Problem Final Robot Technical
Walkthrough
Nicholas Aarestad, Peter Irvine, Logan Jones, Logan Oglesby
Abstract—This white paper provides a description of the robot built by Robot in 3 Days team ’Snow Problem for FIRST Steamworks. It
describes our final robot, including all subsystems and the relevant part. It also provides some insight into the thought process that
went into while designing the robot, as well as hard technical and design details.
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S UMMARY

’Snow Problem presents our robot, created for the 2017
FIRST Robotics Competition, FIRST Steamworks, in 3 days.
Lelantos consists of four primary subsystems: a drive train,
powered by shifting gearboxes and 4 CIM motors, a static
gear collection and scoring mechanism, a climber/intake
mechanism powered by 2 CIM motors through shifting
gearbox, actuated by pneumatic cylinders, and a highefficiency goal FUEL scoring system.
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G OALS OF O UR R OBOT

We would advise anyone looking for more information on
the strategic goals of our robot to take a look at our strategy
document. In summary, however, the game objectives of our
robot were, first and foremost, being able to retrieve and
score gears quickly. After that, high efficiency goal scoring
and hanging were secondary.
Being a Robot in 3 Days team and a student group
at the University of Minnesota means that we also had
several secondary goals: we wanted to document our build,
including the decisions, processes and mistakes we made,
for the benefit of the FRC community. We also wanted to
use our 2017 robot as a demonstration robot in the future,
meaning having a robot that looks good and does something
visually interesting was also important to us.
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D RIVE T RAIN AND F RAME

The principle of a drive train is to get the robot where it
needs to be when it needs to be there. With the limited time
and resources of a robot in 3 days, we made a number of
decisions to make sure that our robot was at the very least
minimally competent. Fortunately, the Kit of Parts drive
train provided to us by AndyMark, as well as the parts we
used to upgrade it, are, we believe, more than capable of
playing FIRST Steamworks at any level of competition.
3.1

Technical Details Summary

Lelantos drives on 4” AndyMark performance wheels (bearing bore), using the KOP 15mm HTD belts. It uses 4 CIM
motors powering 2 AndyMark Evo Shifters with 22.67:1 and
7.65:1 ratios. The frame is cut to be approximately 24” long
by 29” wide.

Fig. 1. Our final drive base and electronics.

3.2

Using the Kit of Parts Drive Train

The AM14U series of chassis have provided a stable and
well-performing drive base for ’Snow Problem for our 2015
and 2016 robots, as well as for many of the teams members
of ’Snow Problem are alumni of. Because of our satisfaction
with the kit chassis, we chose to continue using it for
our 2017 build instead of pursuing a custom or alternative
chassis design. With the plethora of options available from
AndyMark, as well as the ingenuity present on almost any
team, we have a hard time seeing a competitive need to
choose to go custom or to choose an alternative for most
teams. It is possible to do almost any type of drive train
commonly used in FRC using the kit chassis.
We actually made the decision to use the kit chassis well
before our 3 day build, due to the mentioned factors. While
this locked us in in some ways, it freed us up in many
others. Knowing we were going to be using the kit chassis
meant that we didn’t need to worry about stocking the parts
necessary to build a different type of chassis, and meant that
our existing stock of parts could certainly be used to adjust
to whatever challenges FIRST Steamworks would present to
us.
3.3

Wheel Choice

We drive on 6 4” AndyMark performance wheels with blue
nitrile tread. These wheels are powder coated black for
maximum performance. We chose 4” wheels for a number
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of reasons: first, experience has taught us that it is generally
best to choose the smallest wheels you can easily use.
Second, we wanted to keep the chassis, as much as possible,
as a contained volume. 4” wheels do not extend past the
top of the chassis much, which freed us to connect our
superstructure however we wished to the top of the robot
without worrying about where the wheels would be sticking
up. With our final design this was not an issue, but it was
nice not to worry overmuch.
Picking 4” wheels does come with some drawbacks. In
particular, it means the robot would not be moving off our
Evo Shifters as a 6” wheel drive train would have. For our
situation, we found this to be an acceptable tradeoff, as
Lelantos’ ultimate purpose would be as a demo robot, not as
a competition one. A team making this decision may have
chosen differently, though we would note that looking at all
your options in terms of wheel size and gearbox ratios is
highly recommended.
3.4

Gear Ratio

The final gear ratios for our robot are 22.67:1 for our low
gear and 7.65:1 for our high gear. While our ratios were
essentially decided for us, being as we are using an early
version of the Evo shifter graciously donated to us by
AndyMark, we did put a certain amount of thought into
what our ideal ratios would be if we were to pick them.
While we outlined this in the previously released strategy
document, a brief summary is that we would have chosen
a faster ”fast” gear ratio and a faster ”slow” ratio for Evo
shifters. Specifically, we probably would have gone with
4.77:1 and 10.86:1. This would have enabled us to make the
sprint from the LOADING STATION to the PEG LIFT in
around 3 seconds.
3.5

Frame Size

With two potential robot volumes, we hotly debated choosing the 24” robot height or the 36” robot height. This will
be a key decision for any team. In our case the decision
to go with the 24” tall robot volume was largely related
to our desire to have a full-width intake for FUEL. With
bumper rules and the dimensions of the 36” volume, we did
not believe this would be feasible in 3 days for that size of
robot. Additionally, we believe we could almost certainly do
this without compromising our GEAR loading or climbing
abilities.
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GEAR L OADER

Designing a gear loading mechanism was a top priority for
our strategy, however, we lacked the parts to truly prototype
for the gear loading mechanism (our spring had yet to come
in for the peg lift). This meant that we focused much more
on intaking the gear well than making sure we could quickly
score them.
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Fig. 2. The GEAR loading mechanism. Note the channel in the middle
and the angled polycarbonate.

more GEARS than you need to score behind the DRIVERS
STATION wall, which means we could potentially lose some
in transit. Much prototyping was done on the geometry of
our gear intake in order to ensure that we could intakes
from a variety of angles and distances. Only at the very
edge of where we attempt to load from do we encounter
issues loading the gear. This is essential, as the protection
of the LOADING ZONE is limited. The angles of the side
plates are approximately 60 degrees off the horizontal, and
the back plate is approximately 55 degrees off the horizontal. The entire assembly actuates approximately 20 degrees
outside the FRAME PERIMETER when shooting or at an
alternative loading configuration.
4.2

The solution for scoring GEARS that we arrived at was an
almost entirely static mechanism. In essence, we drive up
to the PEG LIFT, align with the PEG, and the PILOT lifts
the GEAR out of the robot. In practice, this might have been
aided by a camera or other visual aid. However, for our
purposes, the only design feature to accommodate this is a
slot in the polycarbonate panel facing the PEG LIFT. Since
the PEG is on a spring, this means that even if we align from
off center, the GEAR can still be lifted out of the robot as the
spring slightly deflects.
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Using the LOADING STATION

We decided early on to focus on only retrieving gears from
the LOADING STATION. We chose to do this because of our
limited time and resources, as well as the fact that there are

FUEL S CORING

While GEAR scoring was the core pillar of our strategy, we
decided to pursue a FUEL scoring system both out of a
desire to present something for teams to learn from and out
of a desire to use Lelantos as a demonstration robot at a later
date. Because of this, our FUEL scoring system is relatively
rushed and is not, as presented, at a level we feel would be
able to make a consistent positive contribution to an alliance.
We hope that teams may learn from our system and look
forward to seeing effective intakes after build season!
5.1

4.1

Scoring

Flywheel Shooter

At the core of our FUEL scoring system is a flywheel shooter.
It is powered by 2 775pro motors on a 3:1 dual input VersaPlanetary (V1) gearbox. The wheels used at 4” AndtMark
deformable wheels. During testing our shooter on its own
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Fig. 3. The shooting mechanism, including wheels and gearbox assembly.

was remarkably consistent, even without advanced speed
control. The release angle is approximately 10 degrees off
the vertical with the shooter/GEAR assembly extended.
Compression on the balls is minimal.
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Fig. 5. The FUEL loading mechanism, viewed from the front.

fell onto the rotating system, bringing them into the rotating intake wheel of the shooting mechanism. This internal
feeder mechanism generally used minimal speed and power
to prevent slip with the material of the FUEL.
5.3.1

5.2

Intake

Proof of Concept

Our CAD models showed us that we had very limited space
for the conveyor belt. It would be about 7” in total length.
We tested the geometry, necessary gear ratios, and material
interaction between the ball and the conveyor (we decided
on surgical tubing) in a plywood configuration. This proof
of concept allowed us to move onto the fixtures that would
attach these elements into the (now rather crowded) robot
body. Part of the reason surgical tubing was chosen is that it
can stretch when the gear/shooter mechanism is actuated.
We may have had issues with belts getting out of alignment
if we had gone with them.
5.4

Hopper

Fig. 4. The intake with FUEL in various stages of its journey towards the
BOILER

The intake system as designed uses 2 CIM motors on a
shifting gearbox. The gearing of this assembly are described
further in the Climber section. We power the intake using
chain-in-tube from the gearbox to the first roller, which then
powers the second roller with chain exterior to the tube on
the other side of the intake. The wheels on the intake are 2”
AndyMark Stealth wheels, and there are approximately 20
of them on the intake. Between the wheels are HTD pulleys
which have surgical tubing wrapped around them. This is
not ideal, but we did not have any polycord or better belting
to use.
Fig. 6. A back view of the hopper

5.3

Internal Feeder

The final design of our internal FUEL feeder (which brings
FUEL from the hopper to the shooter) was incorporated last
among all the subsystems. We used a short (7”) conveyor
belt powered by a BAG motor with a 10:1 gear ratio.
The conveyor belt consisted of two loops of latex tubing
wrapped around two 2” blue AndyMark Stealth wheels.
Our FUEL hopper was shaped such that all FUEL eventually

The FUEL hopper (not to be confused with the HOPPER
on the field!) consists primarily of a sheet of folded 1/8”
polycarbonate. It is one of the least refined parts of our
design. Given more time, we might have built more of a
”cage” around our hopper, which may have enabled us to
hold more FUEL. We estimate we could bring our current
capacity of around 15 FUEL to about double that with a
well-designed structure around the hopper.
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C LIMBER

The decision was made early in the design process that the
intake and climber mechanisms would be combined into
one. This was due to spatial constraints on the robot — the
intake needed the front of the robot, and the GEAR loading
and scoring mechanism needed the back of the robot. In
addition, the shooter and FUEL storage would reside in
the center of the robot. In order to make alignment for
and execution of climbing easiest, the mechanism would
reside on the front of the robot. Combining the climbing
and intake mechanisms was a logical conclusion because
they both would involve a wide, rotating shaft.
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6.2

Once the combined mechanism was built to the robustness and speed standards necessary, incorporating climbing
functionality to the intake was simple: just a hook was
necessary to grab a loop in the rope and wrap it around
the climbing shaft. It did not need to be very strong because
it only needed to grab the rope — afterward, most of the
load would be placed on the steel hex shaft. The simple
solution was to extend the clamping screw on a hex collar
like AndyMark part number am-1238 to one that was about
2 inches. The longer screw acted like a peg to grab the rope
loop and begin the rope winding process.
6.3

6.1
6.1.1

Complications
Intake Strength

Because the addition of climbing functionality would require that the intake bear the full weight of the robot,
it had to be manufactured very robustly. As a result, it
was manufactured using 1/8” wall 2” x 1” aluminum tube
and 1/2” steel hex shaft. Any connections between fixed
members were bolted together in a variety of places to steel
sheet gussets.
6.1.2

Multiple Speed

Because the climbing mechanism would need to winch the
rope to hold the full weight of the robot, a low gear ratio
(a high amount of torque) was needed. On the other hand,
the speed of the intake could not be compromised. For this
reason, it was decided that a two-speed shifting gearbox
would be necessary to obtain both the speed of the intake
desired and the torque of the climber necessary.
6.1.3

Power Transmission

Because the intake and climber mechanism required a shifting gearbox, placement and mounting was an important
consideration because the combined weight of the gearbox,
two CIM motors, and shifting piston was nearly 10 pounds,
and was also large. This meant that it could not be mounted
on the end of the intake near the rotating shaft, as could be
the case if using one motor and a VersaPlanetary gearbox,
for example. The gearbox was mounted on a low upright
connected to the chassis frame. This allowed for sturdy
mounting and better weight positioning.
With the gearbox positioned far away from the rotating
shafts to collect fuel and climb, it was a challenge to transmit
the power given by the gearbox. Because the mechanism
would be lifting the entire robot, the method of power
transmission had to be robust and have a low probability of
slippage. For this reason, chain was used. However, initially,
the chain runs interfered with bolt heads holding the intake
and climber together and the pneumatic cylinders which
actuated the combined mechanism. As a result, the chain
was run from the gearbox to the climbing shaft inside of the
aluminum tubing so it was protected and so that it did not
interfere with any other components.

Simplicities

Reflections and Recommendations

Overall, the combined climbing and intake mechanism
turned out to be very effective in terms of functionality and
space savings. Because robots are smaller in size this year,
any way that space can be saved can potentially provide
a significant benefit. While experimental in intent, a dualfunctionality mechanism such as this one could certainly be
viable for competition. However, a recommendation is that
it should only be attempted by teams which are confident
in their manufacturing abilities, especially in terms of designing and executing reliable mechanisms. For our specific
design, running the chain through the aluminum tubing
provides a liability for maintenance, as opposed to having
it exposed. In addition, having a dual-function mechanism
means that if a chain becomes disengaged or the mechanism is not built robust enough and breaks, as examples,
both climbing and intake functionality would be hindered.
While effective from our observations, teams may make the
determination on whether to pursue such a mechanism.
With some further design revision, a mechanism such as
this could be successful on an FRC robot.
6.4

Failures

In the process of testing and shooting video of the climbing
mechanism, we encountered two primary failure modes,
neither of which being ones we would consider of major
concern. The first failure mode was in our rope, which was
acquired at a surplus store with no guarantees of quality.
It held up for around a dozen climbs, and then broke
somewhat spectacularly, dropping the robot. This would be
easily fixed by sourcing a rope with known characteristics
and specifications that meet those necessary for hanging a
robot from them.
Our second failure mode was the replacement bolt in
our shaft collar, which sheared unexpectedly after a number
of tests. This would be somewhat more difficult to fix, but
could be mitigated by replacing the bolt regularly. Considering the individual bolts are relatively cheap, even replacing
them after every climb would be financially viable for all
but the most cash-strapped teams.
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C ONTACTING THE AUTHORS

Team ’Snow Problem may be reached in order to ask questions on our Chief Delphi thread, on Twitter (@SnowProblemz), or via our Twitch stream during the three day build.
After the build, we will still be answering questions on the
thread and via email (at gofirst@umn.edu). We are doing
this for you, the FRC community, and are happy to answer
questions and discuss our designs with you.
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